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 .We characterize the pairs K, n , K a field, n a positive integer, for which there
 .is a bound on the orders of finite subgroups of PGL K . Explicit bounds are givenn
in important cases. An application is made to the analogous problem for central
simple K-algebras of degree n. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let K be a field, n an integer ) 1, GL K the group of invertiblen
 .  . Un = n matrices over K, PGL K s GL K rK . Is there a bound on then n
 .  .orders of the finite subgroups of GL K ? of PGL K ? Obviously then n
answer depends on K, because the answer is no if K contains infinitely
many roots of unity. The answer is also no if K is an infinite field of
characteristic p / 0, as one sees by looking at the unitriangular matrices.
Thus we must restrict the field K or consider only nonmodular finite
 .groups; i.e., finite groups whose order is not divisible by char K . The
 .  X .answer also depends on n as we shall see below. Let B K, n B K, n ,
.resp. denote the statement that there is a bound on the orders of the
 .   . .finite nonmodular subgroups of GL K PGL K , resp. . A theorem ofn n
w xJordan 4, Theorem 15.7 states that for any K and n, if G is a finite
 .nonmodular subgroup of GL K , then G contains an abeliann
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 .  .n2  .normal subgroup of index F J n [ 49n . By Jordan's theorem, B K, n
holds if and only if there is a bound on the orders of the finite nonmodular
 .abelian subgroups of GL K . W. Feit communicated to us an unpublishedn
 .result of B. Weisfeiler, which replaces Jordan's bound J n by the bound
 .  .  . 4 .W n s n q 2 ! for n ) 63, W n s n n q 2 ! for n F 63. Based on
w x  .Weisfeiler's work, Feit 5 determined finite subgroups of GL n, K of
w xmaximal order, for all n, where K is any cyclotomic field. S. Friedland 6
 .determined precise bounds on the finite abelian subgroups of GL n, Q ,
and using Weisfeiler's bound, obtained Feit's result for K s Q and for all
large n.
 .  .In Section 2, we consider B K, n and give a characterization of B K, n
in terms of cyclotomic extensions of K. If m denotes the group of all roots
 .   . .of unity, B K, n m B K l k m , n where k denotes the prime field of
 .  .K. For every n, there is a field K for which B K, n holds but B K, n q 1
w  . xdoes not hold. For fields K such that K l k m : k - `, we give an
w  . xexplicit bound in terms of n and K l k m : k .
 . X .In Section 3, we consider PGL K and B K, n . It is easy to show thatn
X .  .B K, n holds for all n if and only if B K, n holds for all n. The main
 . X .result is that for every n, B K, n is equivalent to B K, n . As in the case
 . w  . xof GL K , one can give explicit bounds when K l k m : k - `.n
In the last short section, the results above are applied to multiplicative
subgroups of finite dimensional central simple K-algebras.
2. GLn
 .As defined above, B K, n is the assertion that there is a bound on the
 .  .orders of finite nonmodular subgroups of GL K . Clearly B K, n «n
 .B K, n y 1 .
 .2.1. PROPOSITION. Let n be an integer ) 1, K a field. B K, n holds if
w  . xand only if K m : K ) n for all sufficiently large m; i.e., there exists mm 0
w  . x   .such that m G m « K m : K ) n. If char K is p / 0, we exclude0 m
.from the requirement those m di¨ isible by p.
 .In this case, if A is a finite abelian nonmodular subgroup of GL K , thenn
< < n  .A F m , hence if G is a finite nonmodular subgroup of GL K , then0 n
< <  . n  . G F J n m , where J n is Jordan's bound on the index of a maximal0
.  .n2abelian normal subgroup 49n .
 .Proof. Suppose there are arbitrarily large m p ¦ m as needed such
w  . x  .that K m : K F n. The field K m can be represented in the algebram m
 .  .M K of n = n matrices over K, hence m is embedded in GL K forn m n
arbitrarily large m.
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w  .Now conversely assume there exists m such that m G m « K m :0 0 m
x  .K ) n. Let G be a finite nonmodular subgroup of GL K . By Jordan'sn
 .theorem, G has an abelian normal subgroup A of index F J n , which
reduces the proof to the case G s A abelian. Consider the commutative
w x  .subalgebra K A of M K generated by A over K. Because A isn
w x rnonmodular, K A is semisimple, hence a direct sum of fields [ L . Ifiis1
X w xK is an extension of K for which A is diagonalizable, we have dim K AK
w x X w x rXs dim K A m K F n. hence if d s L : K , we have  d F n. TheK K i i 1 i
w xprojection K A ª L maps A onto a finite group A of roots of unity ini i
w x rL , L s K A is a cyclotomic extension, and A is embedded in  A . Leti i i 1 i
< <  .m s A , so L s K m . By hypothesis there exists m such that m Gi i i m 0i
w  . x w xm « K m : K ) n. Because d s L : K F n, we have m - m . It0 m i i i 0
n< <follows that A F m - m .i 0
 . 2.2. PROPOSITION. Let k be the prime field of K. Then B K, n m B K l
 . . w  . x w  .. .k m , n . In fact, K m : K ) n for all m G m m K l k m m :m 0 m
 .xK l k m ) n for all m G m .0
w  .. .  .x w  .Proof. Immediate because K l k m m : K l k m s K m :m m
xK .
 .By Proposition 2.2, we may assume K : k m .
w xSuppose k is F . Then if K : k s `, K contains infinitely many roots ofp
 .  .unity, so B K, n does not hold. Hence B K, N m K finite, which is a
 .trivial case. We therefore assume for the rest of this section that char K
s 0, k s Q.
 .B K, n can be localized:
 .2.3. PROPOSITION. B K, n is equi¨ alent to the following assertion:
 . w  .  .xi For almost all primes p, Q m : K l Q m ) n, andp p
 . w  .  .x w  .`ii for all primes p, if Q m : K l Q m F n, then K l Q m :p p p
xQ - `.
w  . x w  .  .xObserve that K m : K s Q m : K l Q m for every m.m m m
 .  .Proof. Assume B K, n . Then i certainly holds. Assume for some p,
w  .  .x w  . x X`Q m : K l Q m F n, and K l Q m : Q is infinite. Set K s K lp p p
 . X  .` `Q m . Then K contains the unique Z -extension Q , because if not,p p p
K X l Q ` is a proper subfield of Q `, hence finite over Q, which impliesp p
w X X x w X X x w X x` ` ` `that K : K l Q is infinite. But K : K l Q s K Q : Q Fp p p p
w  . x X w  .` ` ` `Q m : Q s p y 1 - `, a contradiction. Thus K = Q , so K m :p p p p
x w  . X x w  . X  .x w  .  .x`K s Q m : K s Q m : K l Q m s Q m : K l Q m F n,p p p p p
 .contradicting B K, n .
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 .Conversely, assume B K, n does not hold. Then there are infinitely
w  . x  .  .many m such that K m : K F n. We show that i and ii do not bothm
hold.
 . w  . xAssume i holds. Then for some m , K m : K ) n for all p ) m . It0 p 0
w  . xfollows then that if m is divisible by a prime p ) m , K m : K G0 m
w  . x w  . xK m : K ) n, hence the infinite set of m for which K m : K F np m
 .consists of m divisible only by the finitely many primes F m . By the0
pigeonhole principle , there is a prime p and an infinite sequence of ms
w  . xsuch that K m : K F n and the powers of p that divide these m arem
w  . x w  .  .x` ` `unbounded. Hence n G K m : K s Q m : K l Q m . In particu-p p p
w  . x w  . x  .`lar, K l Q m : Q is infinite, and K m : K F n, violating ii .p p
 . w2.4. COROLLARY. B K, n holds for all n m for e¨ery prime p, K l
 . x w  . x`Q m : Q - ` and lim K m : K s `.p pª` p
2.5. EXAMPLE. Let K be the composite of all quadratic extensions of
 .Q. K is an infinite extension of Q for which B K, n holds for all n. Of
w x  .course if K : Q is finite, then B K, n holds for all n.
2.6. EXAMPLE. We show that for every n ) 1, there are fields K for
 .  .which B K, n y 1 holds, but B K, n does not hold. By Dirichlet's
 .  .` `theorem there is a prime p ' 1 mod n . Let Q ; K ; Q m withp p
w  . x w  . x  .` `Q m : K s n. Then K m : K s n, violating B K, n , but it is easilyp p
 .checked that B K, n y 1 holds, using Proposition 2.3. A ``horizontal''
family of examples can be constructed as well, where K is a composite of
 .fields K , with p running through an infinite set of primes ' 1 mod n ,p
 . w  . xand Q ; K ; Q m , Q m : K s n.p p p p
w x  .When K : Q is finite, and in particular B K, n holds for all n, it is of
interest to compute a more explicit bound than mn in Proposition 2.1. In0
 . w x rthis case, let A be a finite abelian subgroup of GL K , K A s [ L ,n iis1
w x  . < <L : K s d , d F n, L s K m , m s A as in the proof of Proposi-i i i i m i ii
w  . x w  .  .x w  .tion 2.1. Now d s K m : K s Q m : K l Q m s Q m :i m m m mi i i i
x w  . x  . w x  .Q r K l Q m : Q G f m r K : Q s f m rc where we set c [m i i K Ki
w x  .2 2 2 < < 2 2K : Q . Now m F f m F c d . Then A F m F  c d si i K i i i K i
12 r 2 2 r 2 r 2 r 2 r .  .  . c d F c d F c nrr using the geometric]arithmetic in-K i K i Kr
.equality .
 . r 4 n r e2.7. LEMMA. max nrr : 1 F r F n F e .
 . rProof. To maximize nrr , replace r by a continuous variable x, and
 . xmaximize log nrx s x log n y x log x. The derivative vanishes at log x
x n r e n r e .   ..s log n y 1, or x s nre, giving nrx s nr nre s e .
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< < 2 n 2 n r e  1r e.2 nIt follows that A F c e s c e . This provesK K
w x   ..2.8. PROPOSITION. Let K : Q be finite K ; Q m . Then for any n, if A
 . < < w x 1r e.2 nis a finite abelian subgroup of GL K , then A F K : Q e . Hence ifn
 . < <  .w x 1r e.2 nG is a finite subgroup of GL K , G F J n K : Q e .n
 .Remark. When B K, n holds in the characteristic p case, it is also of
interest to write down an explicit value for m . Here we may assume K is0
finite, and m can be taken as the smallest positive integer such that0
w  . x < <K m : K ) n for all m G m . If K s q , then the extension of degreem 0 K
n of K is the field of q n elements, containing the q n y 1th roots of unity.K K
n  . nSo if m s q , then m G m , p ¦ m « K m has more than q y 10 K 0 m K
<  . < n w  . xroots of unity, hence K m ) q , so K m K ) n. We thereforem K m
have
 .  .2.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose char K s p and K l k m is finite. If A is
 . < < n2 <a finite abelian nonmodular subgroup of GL K , then A F q , q s K ln K K
 . <  . < <  . n2k m . Hence if G is a finite nonmodular subgroup of GL K , G F J n qn K
 .n2s 49nq .K
Remark. Let K be an infinite field of finite characteristic p. There is
no bound on finite subgroups or even indices of maximal abelian normal
 .subgroups of finite subgroups of GL K for n G 3 as one sees byn
w xconsidering unitriangular matrices. A theorem of Brauer and Feit 3 states
that there is a bound on the index of maximal abelian normal subgroups in
 .finite subgroups G of GL K depending on n and the order of a p-Sylown
subgroup G of G. On the other hand, exp G - pn. Proof. Let a be anp p
m  . p m p melement of p-power order p in GL K . Because a s 1, a y 1 sn
 . p m  .na y 1 s 0 so a y 1 is nilpotent, hence a y 1 s 0 which implies
m .that p F the first power of p G n, which is - pn .
 . w xBy Zelmanov's theorem restricted Burnside problem 9 there is a
bound on the order of a p-Sylow subgroup G of G depending onp
 .  .rank G and n , hence in the Brauer]Feit theorem, ``order'' can bep
.replaced by ``rank.''
3. PGL
X .Recall that B K, n denotes the statement that there is a bound on
 .finite nonmodular subgroups of PGL K .n
a 0 .  .  .3.1. OBSERVATION. The embedding GL K ¨ PGL K , a ¬n nq1 0 1
U  . X .  .mod K , a g GL K , shows that B K, n q 1 « B K, n .n
 .  .3.2. OBSERVATION. The embedding PGL K ¨ Aut M K ;n n
 . U  .  2 .2GL K , a mod K ¬ conjugation by a on M K , shows that B K, nn n
X .« B K, n .
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Thus:
3.3. PROPOSITION. There is a bound on finite nonmodular subgroups of
 .GL K for all n if and only if there is a bound on finite nonmodularn
 .  .subgroups of PGL K for all n; i.e., B K, n holds for all n if and only ifn
X .B K, n holds for all n.
 .Let k be the prime field of K. If char K s p / 0; i.e., k s F , thenp
 .   . .  .because by Proposition 2.2, B K, n m B K l k m , n m K l k m is a
 . X .  .finite field, B K, n is independent of n, so B K, n holds K l k m m
 .  .K m is finite. We therefore assume from now on that char K s 0. We
now prove
 . X .3.4. THEOREM. B K, n is equi¨ alent to B K, n for all n G 2.
 .Proof. One direction is easy. Suppose B K, n does not hold.
Case 1. K contains infinitely many roots of unity. Then the diagonal
 . X .subgroup of PGL K has unbounded torsion, violating B K, n .n
Case 2. K contains finitely many roots of unity. Then for infinitely
w  . x  .many m, K m : K F n, so m embeds into GL K . It follows that mm m n m
mod scalars is unbounded.
 .For the opposite direction, we assume B K, n and consider a finite
 .subgroup G of PGL K .n
3.5. CLAIM. We ha¨e
n1r ee m0
exp G F , /mK
< <where m s m s the number of roots of unity in K.K K
 . U h UProof. Let u g GL K have order h mod K , so u s a g K . Then
w x  .commutative subalgebra K u of M K is semisimple and of dimensionn
w x nF n over K by Cayley]Hamilton. Hence K u ( [ L , with L a finitei i1
extension field of K of degree d , i s 1, . . . , r. If u is the projection of ui i
w x h Uonto L , then L s K u , and u s a. Thus the order h of u mod Ki i i i i
 4 rdivides h, and h s lcm h . Let us temporarily fix i and drop the sub-i 1
w xscript, so L s K u is a field extension of degree d over K. We wish to
bound h s order of u mod KU in terms of d. If d s 1 then h s 1 and
there is nothing to do, so we assume d ) 1. Let m , m denote the groupK L
< < < <of roots of unity in K, L, respectively, m s m , m s m . BecauseK K L L
 . w  . x w x  .K m : L, K m : K F L: K F d F n. By the hypothesis B K, n ,L L
w  . xthere exists m such that m G m « K m : K ) n, hence m - m .0 0 m L 0
w x <By a result of Risman 8 , h dm rm - dm rm . Restoring subscripts,L K 0 K
1r r r r .  .  .h - d m rm , hence h F  d m rm F d m rm Fi i 0 K is1 i 0 K i 0 Kr
r r 1r e r 1r e n .  .  .  .nrr m rm F e m rm F e m rm .0 K 0 K 0 K
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2 U .  .3.6. CLAIM. exp H G, K di¨ ides lcm exp G, m .K
w xProof. By the universal coefficient theorem 7, Theorem 15.1 , we have
a split exact sequence,
0 ª Ext1 Gab , KU ª H 2 G, KU ª Hom M G , KU ª 0, .  .  . .Z
 . ab X Xwhere M G is the Schur multiplier of G and G s GrG , G the
commutator subgroup of G. If Gab s C = ??? = C with C cyclic ofe e e1 t i
order e , theni
Ext1 Gab , KU ( Ext1 C , KU = ??? = Ext1 C , KU , .  .  .Z Z e Z e1 t
  . U .which has exponent dividing exp G. Moreover exp Hom M G , K divides
m .K
ÃWe proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.4. Lift G back to a subgroup G
 .of GL K to obtain an exact sequence,n
U Ã1 ª K ª G ª G ª 1,
2 U .and let a g H G, K be the corresponding cocycle class. Let m s
2 U . mexp H G, K and let f g a be a representative cocycle. Then f s ­ g
2 U .  .m  .  .  .y1g B G, K , i.e., for every s , t g G, f s , t s g s g t g st with
U    .1r m 4.g : G ª K a mapping. Let F s K m , g s : s g G . Extendingm
Ã  .coefficients to F, we may view G as a subgroup of GL F . The cocyclen
2 U .  .y1r m mclass of f in H G, F is equivalent to f [ f ­ g , and f s 1; i.e.,1 1
Ä  .f takes values in m . We then obtain a finite subgroup G of GL F in1 m n
an exact sequence,
Ä1 ª m ª G ª G ª 1.m
Ä  .By Jordan's theorem, G has an abelian subgroup A of index F J n s
 .n2   . . 49n or W n if we use Weisfeiler's result . At this point the tempta-
 . < <  .tion is to use B F, n to bound A ; however B K, n does not necessarily
 . . w ximply B F, n . Consider the semisimple commutative subalgebra F A of
 . w x rM F . F A ( [ L , where L is a field extension of F of degree d , andn i i i1
w xdim F A F n as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. The projection of A onF
w xL is a finite subgroup A of L hence contained in m , and L s F A isi i i L i ii
Ä< <a cyclotomic extension. We have A s exp A F exp A F exp G Fi i
2 U .  .2 < < r < <exp H G, K exp g F m exp G . It follows that A F  A FK 1 i
n 1r e 2 n2 Ä . < < < <  . < <m e m rm . It now follows that G F G F J n A FK 0 K2 2 Xn n 1r e 2 n .  .  .49n m e m rm , hence B K, n holds.K 0 K
 . < <As in the case of GL K , we can give a more explicit bound on G ifn
w  . xK l k m : k is finite, with k the prime field. If k s F , then we merelyp
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take m s q n as in Section 1, so0 K
2 2 n2n 1r e n49n e q .  .K
< <G F .22 n ynq y 1 .K
w  . xLet k s Q, and assume K l Q m : Q - `. We begin with the bound on
w x w xexp G in Claim 3.5. In the proof we had L s K u with L: K s d,
<  .2 w  . x2 w  .h dm rm . Now m F f m s Q m : Q s Q m : K lL K L L L L
 .x2w  . x2 2 2 w  . xQ m K l Q m : Q F d c , where c s K l Q m : Q . HenceL L K K
h F d3c2 rm . Then restoring subscripts and proceeding as in the proof ofK K
 3. 2 . r  3r e 2 .nClaim 3.5, we get h F d c rm F e c rm , hence,i K K K K
n3r e 2e cK
exp G F . /mK
< <  .2 < <In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we obtain A F m exp G , hence A Fi K
< < n  .2 n n  3r e 2 .2 n2 A F m exp G F m e c rm , whence,i K K K K
2 2 n2n 3r e 249n e c .  .K
< < < <G F J n A F . . 22 n ynmK
4. CENTRAL SIMPLE ALGEBRAS
 .Let B be a finite dimensional central simple K-algebra with center K .
Let G be a subgroup of the multiplicative group BU of invertible elements
w U x of B, such that G: K l G - `. If G also spans B over K, B is called a
 w x. .projecti¨ e Schur algebra over K see 1 . Let L be a splitting field of B, so
 . U U that B m L ( M L . We have G l L s G l K G identified withK n
. U  .G m 1 , so GrG l K embeds into PGL L , where n s deg B. Thus byn K
 .Proposition 2.1, if B L, n holds, then there is a bound on the orders of
 . Unonmodular GrG l K . We can say more:
 .4.1. PROPOSITION. If B K, n holds, there is a bound on the orders of
 . Unonmodular GrG l K for all central simple K-algebras of degree n
o¨er K.
Proof. There exists a splitting field L of B which is a regular extension
 .of K K is algebraically closed in L , for example, a generic splitting field
w x  .  .of B has this property 2, Theorem 9.1, p. 26 . Then L l k m s K l k m ,
 .   . .   . .hence by Proposition 2.2, B K, n m B K l k m , n m B L l k m , n
 .m B L, n .
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 .Note that the explicit bounds given above for PGL K hold for alln
central simple K-algebras of degree n.
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